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Thanks for the time

Introductions





hello! 



your local future



how to make your place the hero
what turns on the private sector to place
thinking about place - bigger, deeper & wider
why size doesn’t matter but place experience does
how to lead place without total place authority



it’s about the place!



driving growth locally
the importance of your place story



the challenges

economic malaise
reducing budgets & resource
aging population
improving efficiencies
localism
globalisation



the challenges

death of the High Street?
lack of confidence in the commercial sector
developer inactivity
loss of community pride
changing lifestyles
place competitiveness
place quality



creating a shared sense 
of place and purpose



a new way of thinking 



place is the hero 



why would I choose you? 



what is your place for?



Steve Rumbelow
Chief Executive
Burnley Borough Council



Success means never letting 
your competitors define you. 

Define yourself…

…based on a point of view  
you deeply care about.





At a time of scarce 
resource what you 

have is as 
important

as what you do not 
have…



Quality of life…



World-class manufacturing…



Companies…





Investment…
 

existing and new…



Business became our storytellers…
100 companies; 90% 

private sector



…with help from one or two 
friends…



“Burnley is full of life… and 
that’s good for business.”

“All the best things are from Burnley.”

“I roamed around the 19th 

century mill town and can 
confirm: Burnley is lovely.”

The right people listened…



Then things started to change…







…based on a point of view  
we deeply care about.



place leadership
and creating place ambassadors



transforming place 
experience
and ensuring development is a catalyst for 
the change you want



products environment

communications behaviour

big idea
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Fifth Big Thing
We had the structure outlining how identity works – but we didn’t really know much about behaviour – or how important the internal audience was and it took us a long time to learn.
It’s the internal audiences that really matter in a service brand and the key to understanding this, is that it is not visual – you can’t see it.
It takes a long time for a design consultancy / identity consultancy / to understand that.






Ambitious Targets
Rochdale Borough has a growing

population and has ambitious targets

of net increases in new houses of 400

new houses per year up to 2021.

Many of these new houses will be

located in the regeneration areas,

respecting our emphasis on urban

Rochdale
Masterplan

Even though the visual identity and language are not yet in the public domain thinkingplace have applied the new place brand 
led thinking to various applications; the most important of which is the new masterplan document.  The use of new 
photography, new copy and some of the brand themes have helped add quality, modernity whilst better differentiating 
Rochdale.
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town centres.

A Vibrant Public Realm
The public realm must be enhanced to bring
vitality and vibrancy to its town centres.
Well-designed public spaces and landscaping
would enhance the attractiveness of town
centres, improve the experience of the
visitor and create a sense and pride

would also play a role in improving the

Borough as an attractive visitor/

tourist destination and creating an

evening economy with a wide appeal.

The Borough also has a rich heritage of

buildings and locations that need

better promotion.

Town Centre Living

Housing should be encouraged in and

adjacent to each town centre to provide

new lifestyle opportunities, bring life

to town centres, support local shops and

encourage cultural uses and the evening

economy. In practice such residential

Cultural and Leisure
Facilities

Major cultural and leisure facilities

have been developed or are being planned

for Rochdale, Middleton and Heywood

areas. But leisure facilities remain

under-represented in Rochdale and there

is great scope for enhanced music and

theatre venues.

Town centres have a vital role as one

of the main locations of cultural and

leisure activity and enhanced facilities

opportunities are being delivered as

part of mixed-use schemes.

Connecting Communities

Rochdale and Middleton town centres are

isolated from their adjoining

neighbourhoods by ring roads that are

wide and have few s afe or appealing

crossing points. Connections across

these ring roads must be established to

create pedestrian and cycling links to

adjoining neighbourhoods and the

SUSTAINBLE COMMUNITIES PRIORITY AREAS
The areas which have been identified by the Council as the priority intervention areas for the Sustainable
Communities approach ar e:

1. East Central Rochdale HMR Area.

2. Langley HMR Area.

3. Kirkholt HMR Area.

4. Inner Rochdale ( Deeplish & Milkstone) HMR Ar ea & Newbold.

5. Central Heywood Regeneration Area.

6. Falinge, Sparth and Spotland neighbourhoods will be the

focus of initial social interventions with future potential

economic and physical activity tailored to the particular

local circumstances.

East Central Rochdale
East Central Rochdale is a first phase
HMR Inter vention area comprising a
series of neighbourhoods immediately
to the east of Rochdale town centre.

Key issues include:
A substantial amount of housing
which fails to meet the needs of
existing residents. An environment
that is gener ally of poor quality.
A lack of appropriate affordable
housing, especi ally for larger
families. Low quality employment
premises. Relatively high levels of
unemployment. Low skilled jobs
and poor quality open space.
A start has been made on

MASTERPLAN PROPOSALS

DELIVERING HOUSING

GROWTH
It is important that our housing and
economic aspir ations work together.

concentration. Additional locations

involve catering for demand for
housing in the urban fringes such
as the Birch Hill Site and Akzo Nobel
and in new locations (such as along
the canal corridor) whilst respecting
green belt and maximising
brownfield development.

addressing these issues through
progr ammes of physical, economic
and social regeneration and major
recent achievements including:

The imminent completion of Phase 1
of Nelson Place which will provide 25
new houses of award- winning design in
a mixed tenure development suitable
for family occupation with a second
phase to follow.

Development of the Belfield Community
Hub concept including the Unique
Enterprise Centre, which provides
training f acilities, managed offices,
nursery and café facilities in a
refurbished mill; the LIFT Centre,

which will greatly improve
healthcare options; Unity House,
which will offer social and day
care for elderly persons from the
local ar ea; and a new 630 place
primary school with associated
community sports facilities, a
new fire station and around
100 new homes.

The creation of sites for new
development such as at Nile Street/
Entwisle Road where a variety of
inappropriate uses (iron foundry,
concrete batching plant, car
repairers) have been purchased and
cleared to create a prominent edge of
town centre site which will include

new retail space, a new
leisure centre and swimming pool
(programmed to be completed by
mid-2011) and some 50-70 residential
units. The development of a series of
temporary “green” treatments on sites
that are earmarked for new housing
development as a way of enhancing
the appear ance of East Central
Rochdale while schemes are
being pr epared.
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We can achieve this by:

Developing attractive housing and environments
throughout our communities.
Massive regeneration of areas close to town centres.
Restructuring large social rented housing areas.
Developing quality homes throughout the Borough.

Growing Together
Improvement will be enacted by focusing on the quality and choice of housing and ensuring easy access to local shops, services, local

parks and open spaces, the countryside and public transport. Rochdale’s housing must meet the needs of all of its citizens, help retain

its young people and attract ne w r esidents. Above all, it must be affordable, flexible, attractive and high quality.

This involves a two-pronged approach – growth and sustainability. Rochdale Borough has a growing population and has ambitious targets of

net increases in new houses of 400 new houses per year up to 2021.

Improving the sustainability of neighbourhoods in each of the townships is at the heart of the strategy to improve the quality of life.

That is absolutely vital in retaining existing residents, attracting new residents and accommodating the wide r ange of age groups,

f amily sizes, ethnic groups and income levels that are necessary for diverse and successful communities.
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MASTERPLAN PROPOSALS

Strategic Corridors
Improving corridors and gateways will
bring recognisable change to a wide
area of the Borough.

Spatial Hierarchy

The strategy for the corridors
establishes a spatial hierarchy
within the Borough’s existing
strategic route net work.

The M62 motorway can be seen as the
primary element, forming a major spine
through the borough, char acterised by
its immense scale of construction, and
high speed along the route.

The A627(M) is a Parkway, which
engages with the upland l andscape,
but with lower speeds and unfolding
views it offers more potential
for visual connection to its
surroundings. The A58 was once
the long-distance backbone of the
borough, a function largely has
superseded by the M62. Today the

road, which has a diverse char acter,
connects Heywood, Rochdale and
Pennines townships, and many road
trips are regular and short.

The remaining corridors connect these
three spines.

Along each of the key corridors
there should be comprehensive
plans to:

Maximise investment opportunities.
Create high quality street scenes.
Integrate tr ansport modes and maximise
environmental opportunities
and linkages.

The Street Lighting PFI Programme
will contribute to these improvements
by maximising priority and impact on
the strategic gateways and corridors.

Concentrating investment and environment al improvement on key gateways and transport corridors.

Gateways are the main entr ance points to the Borough, usually related to road or r ail.

Corridors are the main routes for environmental, transportation and recreational links. Internally they provide key
movement routes connecting the Borough’s communities with employment, retail and r ecr eational ar eas.

Gateways and corridors have a role to play in assisting regeneration and physical renewal. Critically these routes affect the perception and
image of the Borough and most require substantial and urgent investment in order to provide users with a better experience.

strategic corridors

& gateways

M62

Rochdale

River Roch
Junction 21

Junction 19

Junction 20

M62

Junction 21

Junction 22

Rochdale Town Centre

Heywood Town Centre

Canal

Littleborough Town Centre

To Lee ds / Hul l

Metrolink

Middleton Town Centre

To Oldham / Manchester

M60

strategic corridor
motorway

local improvement corridor

M66

junctions
town centre

metrolink and rail

Zero carbon buildings will reduce

energy and water bills as well as

reducing the likely impact of

climate change.

Energy
We will capitalise on the opportunity

presented by major projects like BSF

and Rochdale town centre regeneration

to reduce emissions. Firstly, through

efficient design, then by exploiting the

full range of alternative

energy sources.

SUSTAINABILITY
Climate Change
Climate change is a challenge but also an

opportunity to utilise our environment and

natural resources. In line with the

Government’s Low Carbon Industrial Strategy

and the conclusions of the GM Mini Stern

report, one of the Borough’s economic goals

will be to develop a low c arbon

local economy.

The recently published Oldham and Rochdale Prospectus

demonstrates how the two boroughs will work together on

agreed progr ammes to create sustainable homes, jobs

and communities.

The Masterplan demonstrates how many major elements of

this prospectus will be delivered locally.

Foreword
From Leader

A Clear Picture
The well-recei ved 2005 Masterplan gave our partners a clear picture of how we wanted

to drive change within the Borough, and how they could help us achieve it.

A True Vision
Our Progress Report, published in 2008, highlights just how much we have achieved in

the meantime and how our vision holds true.

Zero carbon

Building On Success
The 2010 Rochdale Borough Renaissance Masterplan builds on this success, charting the

progress we have made and maintaining a clear vision of how the Borough will develop

despite the challenging economic situation.

Working Together
This Masterplan has been prepared following a wide consultation process, involving

many key agencies, with sever al stakeholder workshops, held at key stages in the process,

during which organisations have come together to help shape the

emerging strategy.

We would like to express our gratitude to all the organisations and individuals who have

contributed to this process.
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We were asked to produce a storybook to document successful projects by the regeneration team.Rochdale Regeneration 
Storybook

“I’ve noticed that every member of the team has a real
passion for their jobs, it is quite a like a family in the

work place. I’ve worked in a number of places, but this

really does seem unique to Rochdale”

“We have made a real difference to the people of
Rochdale & we did it by working as a team”

“There are always challenges but I feel I have the

support of the team to overcome them”

“Success to me is the little things we

do that have a massive impact”

2 3

outputspreventing
extremism

One of the most rewarding activities for the regeneration team was to

oversee the highly pr aised Prevent programme throughout the borough. Aimed

at reducing the threat of extremism in our communities, it involved sever al

successful initiatives such as the delivery of fitness and training classes

to female Muslims and a DVD on living in Rochdale for young Muslims, which

is being shared with schools partners and is an education and information

community resource. One of the most significant steps in the progr amme was

the recruitment of a Faiths Officer, who has delivered many key outcomes.

The Financi al Times published an article featuring inter views with our

Faiths Officer and key partners in which they pr aised the

development of the Prevent agenda in Rochdale Borough. Local press reports

were equally positive.

•Developing the role of

the borough’s faith

institutes as centres of

development, community work,

interfaith dialogue and

social activities as well

as pr ayer.

•Promoting inter-faith

activities with other local

communities and encour aging

organisations to hold events

to explore and promote the

importance of living in peace

with others in society.

•Helping organisations to

access information about the

avail ability of funds

and resources as well

evidencing spend to meet

legislative r equirements.

•Supporting the delivery of

faith awareness training for

local communities.

•Developing initiatives that

help to improve perceptions

about civic involvement and

participation and which

encourage faith communities

in the areas of economic,

political and ci vic life in

Rochdale Borough.

•Helping develop and maintain

strong and effective working

relationships with community

groups and local net works,

the voluntary sector, council

officers and staff from other

organisations to ensure

effective collaboration in

the implementation and

development of

Prevent objectives.

•Carrying out research,

analysis and interpret ation

of information and data, and

producing reports and briefing

notes as appropriate.

•Completing a mapping

exer cise of the borough’s

Muslim communities.

•Developing and supporting

the delivery of community

training initiatives.
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This far-seeing project is
making a real difference
to people’s lives. So far
some 200 people have secured
a six month job working in
the public sector as part
of the programme, which aims
to offer up to 700 jobs to

young people or long term
unemployed residents over the
next one to two years. Every

job – all are full time and

of real public value -
will offer the recipient
that vital first step
into employment.

Each position comes with a

package of training and
support to help the person

achieve their personal goals,
including such challenging
qualifications as NVQs. No one

loses as even those

just a few days of starting
their job. Other positive
outcomes include the benefits
of further training and
higher education.

unsuccessful at the interview
stage will be supported, with
those with particular skills
needs directed to suitable
training and specialist
support provided for people
lacking confidence or who are
in need of careers guidance.

The benefits are immense, with
employee’s confidence

improving measurably within

Future Jobs Project

This far-seeing project is
making a real difference
to people’s lives.
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Rochdale Canal Festival 2007
WINNER of the BURA Waterways Renaissance
‘Partnerships’ Award

The winning of the Partnerships Award last year was an

emphatic endorsement of all the hard work of those volunteers

who delivered the hugely successful

Rochdale Canal Festival 2007.

The publicity gener ated by the award has helped

further raise the profile of the Rochdale Canal and the

festival, and to secure funding to repeat it annually.

Over 40 community groups, individuals and

organisations volunteered their time and resources

to support the two- week long f estival, which was

organised by a partnership of Rochdale and Oldham councils,

The Water ways Trust, British Water ways and

The Rochdale Canal Society.

More than 1,000 children took part in the festival (all of

whose events wer e fr ee) , all gaining a real understanding of

the waterway’s legacy and

its importance.
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North West Regional Construction
Awards 2010 Shortlist Rochdale has been

shortlisted in the finals for

these prestigious awards,

which are now in their

fourth year. Over 35

organisations and local

authorities from across the

region will compete in the

awards, which are now in

their fourth year.

J21
Latest year end figures from J21:

196 Job outcomes in 2009-10 (up by 14% on last year) in recession.

300 local residents into accredited training.

£10M in contracts awarded to local construction SME’s.

Further to being nominated for the N.W. Construction Awards, J21 have been

shortlisted in the “Local People - Local Jobs” category for the presentation in May.

12 13

Based on this experience, the
team suggest the following
guidance to councils that are
seeking to provide this type

of support:

•Be flexible in approach.
It’s essential to work
losely with Jobcentre Plus so
that the support provided
is complementary.

Key Elements of
Good Practice

Further development of the service will need to be considered when the new
Government “Response to Redundancy” is implemented. There is also a need to build
long-term relationships with local businesses to ensure they receive the most
appropriate support to help them develop.

Planned Developments
•Gather local, advanced
intelligence on potential
redundancies. By learning
about job losses early, more

can be done to
provide support.

•Identify potential
barriers to employment
for individuals such
as the need for childcare,

potential travel difficulties
or basic skills needs.

•Incorporate links to
relevant sources of support
such as benefits and
housing support.

•If a company is
in receivership or
administration, develop
a working relationship
with the insolvency
practitioners as soon

as possible.

•It is estimated that
two-thirds of jobs are not
advertised, so it’s vital
to provide advice to
jobseekers on how to
identify such opportunities.
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www.thinkingplace.co.uk
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